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Abstract: In this article, we present the first proposal for contract signing based on blockchain that
meets the requirements of fairness, hard-timeliness, and bc-optimism. The proposal, thanks to the
use of blockchain, does not require the use of trusted third parties (TTPs), thus avoiding a point of
failure and the problem of signatories having to agree on a TTP that is trusted by both. The presented
protocol is fair because it is designed such that no honest signatory can be placed at a disadvantage.
It meets the hard-timeliness requirement because both signatories can end the execution of the
protocol at any time they wish. Finally, the proposal is bc-optimistic because blockchain functions
are only executed in case of exception (and not in each execution of the protocol), with consequent
savings when working with public blockchains. No previous proposal simultaneously met these
three requirements. In addition to the above, this article clarifies the concept of timeliness, which
previously has been defined in a confusing way (starting with the authors who used the term for the
first time). We conducted a security review that allowed us to verify that our proposal meets the
desired requirements. Furthermore, we provide the specifications of a smart contract designed for
the Ethereum blockchain family and verified the economic feasibility of the proposal, ensuring it can
be aligned with the financial requirements of different scenarios.

Keywords: blockchain technology; contract signing; fair exchange; timeliness; EVM-based blockchain;
trust-free system; e-commerce; blockchain cost

1. Introduction

Contract signing is an essential process in commerce in general and in electronic
commerce in particular. Therefore, it is necessary to design protocols for contract signing
that are secure. The fundamental security requirements are fairness, timeliness, and non-
repudiation. Traditionally, the fairness requirement (no signatory can be at a disadvantage
during the contract signing process) has been achieved with the assistance of trusted third
parties (TTPs). However, these TTPs can become a point of failure for the protocol, and it
can also be difficult for the parties to agree on a TTP that is trusted by both.

Recently, we have witnessed the incorporation of blockchain into multiple processes
to provide transparency and efficiency in various business transaction scenarios, such as
energy trading [1], e-commerce [2], healthcare [3], and spectrum sharing [4], and contract
signing has become aligned with the adoption of blockchain technology. Service level
agreements (SLAs) are a type of contract that establish service expectations. These SLAs
could be automated through smart contracts in blockchains, which allow for the definition
of terms and conditions in agreements, triggering actions automatically when the specified
conditions are met. Blockchain technology provides a transparent and immutable record
of all transactions and events, making it an interesting option for efficiently verifying and
monitoring contract signing procedures [5,6].

We found multiple proposals for contract signing based on blockchain in the literature.
However, the use of public blockchains entails a cost for those involved in the signing of a
contract. Therefore, our objective was to design a solution for contract signing that meets
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the bc-optimistic requirement; that is, that blockchain functions are only executed in case of
exception and not in each protocol run.

Regarding the timeliness requirement, the bibliography is confusing in its definition.
On the one hand, it is defined as guaranteeing that the execution of the protocol ends within
a finite time, and on the other hand, it is defined as guaranteeing that the signatories can
decide the moment at which the execution of the protocol ends; the same term is used for
both definitions. Our objective was, in addition to clarifying the definition of the timeliness
requirement, to design a protocol that meets the second definition, which is more restrictive,
and which we have called hard-timeliness.

We have not found any proposal for contract signing based on blockchain that meets
the three requirements: fairness, hard-timeliness, and bc-optimism. This was the funda-
mental objective of this work, and thus we present a protocol that satisfies these three
requirements, in addition to the non-repudiation and confidentiality requirements.

We also want to demonstrate the practical viability of the proposal, and to do so, we
present a smart contract code for the Ethereum blockchain family. This allows us to provide
the cost of executing the functions and to prove that the proposal, in addition to being
secure, is viable from a practical perspective.

Contributions. We provide the first protocol for contract signing based on blockchain
that, in addition to meeting the mandatory security requirements (fairness, timeliness,
and non-repudiation), meets the optional requirements of confidentiality and bc-optimism.
Regarding the timeliness requirement, a review of definitions used to date is provided. Our
solution satisfies the most restrictive definition (which we call hard-timeliness). Moreover,
an analysis of all proposals for contract signing based on the blockchain was performed.
Finally, we conducted an economic cost analysis of our solution, to verify its feasibility.

Organization. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a review of
the timeliness definitions used to date. The related work in the literature is analyzed in
Section 3. Section 4 introduces the blockchain technology features. Section 5.1 outlines
our proposal for hard-timeliness in contract signing, followed by a full specification of
the protocol in Section 5.2. The smart contract execution logic is provided in Section 6.
A security review of our proposal is conducted in Section 7, and a cost analysis is performed
in Section 8. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 10.

2. Timeliness

The first article in which the term timeliness appeared was [7], where it is defined as
follows: “at the beginning of the exchange, P [a signer] can be certain that the protocol
will be completed at a finite point in time; at completion, the state of the exchange as of
that point is either final or any changes to the state will not degrade the level of fairness
achieved by P thus far”. In the same article, the authors define timely conclusion: “at any
time during a protocol run, either player can unilaterally choose to force an end to the
protocol without losing fairness”. The two definitions pursue the same goal, but they are
not identical. Although the authors use two terms, from the rest of the explanations in the
article, nothing suggests that their objective was to define two requirements with different
characteristics. These definitions led us to the initial considerations that we develop in the
following paragraphs.

The main difference between the two previous definitions is the temporal aspect: “at a
finite point in time” vs. “at any time”. A solution based on the establishment of deadlines
may meet the first definition (at a finite point in time) and not meet the second definition
(at any time). Clearly, if a proposal meets the “at any time” requirement, then it also
meets the “at a finite point in time” requirement. Therefore, we propose to use the term
hard-timeliness for the definition of “at any time” (we do not propose strong-timeliness
because other authors have used the term for other definitions) and the term so f t-timeliness
for the definition of “at a finite point in time”.

Some authors (e.g., [8–15]) restricted compliance using the requirement of honest
signers. This approach seems absolutely reasonable, since we should not worry about what
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happens to dishonest signatories. In any case, if a proposal meets the requirement for all
signatories, then the proposal meets the requirement for honest signatories.

We can also observe a difference in the action of the signer. In the hard-timeliness
definition, the signer has an active role: he or she forces completion. In the so f t-timeliness
definition the signer has a passive role: “... the protocol ends”. This fact is closely linked to
the temporal aspect (“at any time” vs. “at a finite point in time”).

Note that one of the two definitions specifies “unilaterally” and the other does not.
It should be understood that, unless otherwise stated, the decision to terminate/abandon
the execution of the protocol can be made unilaterally. Again, the difference between the
two definitions is related to the temporal aspect. In the “at any time” case, the signer must
perform an action, and most likely, this is why Asokan et al. took care to make explicit that
the signer should not depend on the actions of others to be able to end the protocol run.

Both definitions end with a reference to no loss of fairness. We believe that this
is not harmful, but it is not strictly necessary. Recall that the fairness requirement is
the fundamental demand that any contract signing proposal must meet. If a proposal,
for whatever reason, causes an honest signatory to be placed in an unfair situation, then
it is an invalid proposal [16] (in this case, it is inconsequential whether the timeliness
requirement is met).

In a previous article [17], the same authors provided two other definitions (reproduced
in a later article [18]), although without using the term timeliness. The first reads as follows:
a player can always force a timely and fair termination without the cooperation of the other
player. While the second definition is as follows: one player cannot force the other to wait
for any length of time—a fair and timely termination can always be forced by contacting the
third party. The second definition clearly states the problem to be solved: a signatory does
not have to wait an indefinite time to finish the protocol. Both definitions appear to better
accord with the definition we have called hard-timeliness (a signer can force completion).
We want to highlight an element that we consider negative in the second definition. This
definition includes how the requirement must be satisfied: “contacting the third party”
(similarly stated by other authors [19–22]). We believe that the mechanisms should be left
to the choice of the authors of the proposals.

Since then, multiple authors have used one definition or another, using the term
timeliness or, alternatively, a term similar to timely protocol. Some authors have even
made some significant changes to the definition using the same term timeliness. Some
authors [19,21–31] used definitions that fit the definition we have called hard-timeliness.
While other authors [8,9,13,15,32–45] used definitions that fit the definition we have
called soft-timeliness. Some introduced nuance: predetermined time [34,37], agreed
time [35,36], bounded time [39], or that the protocol defines a deadline [45]. Finally,
some authors [46–48] presented both types of definition.

Some authors [10,11,27,49–57] redefined the concept of timeliness (or timely protocol),
leaving the temporal aspect unspecified: each party has some recourse to avoid/pre-
vent/stop unbounded/endless waiting. Alternatively, we find [58]: there exists some
mechanism to ensure termination.

The authors in [12] argued that users of contract signing protocols are not typically
experts and that they should be relieved of certain responsibilities when executing a
protocol. For this reason, these authors defined a new requirement that they called strong-
timeliness: at any moment in an ongoing protocol run, an honest party P can be certain
that the protocol will be automatically completed at a certain point in time; if any action
is required from P, it should be clearly stated, along with the circumstances in which it
should be taken.

We believe that it would be desirable to standardize the nomenclature (to avoid
erroneous interpretations). In any case, all authors should clearly state the definition they
use in their proposal.
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3. Related Work

After performing a search via the Web of Science, Scopus, and Scholar for the terms
“blockchain” and “contract signing”, 14 articles containing proposals for contract signing
based on blockchain were obtained. These articles make proposals for different scenarios:

• two-party [59–64]
• three-party [65–67]
• multi-party [68–71]
• multi-two-party [72]

Although our goal was to provide a two-party protocol, all articles were considered
in our analysis, since “multiparty” cases can be reduced to two-party cases (interestingly,
proposals for the three-party scenario are the most difficult to convert, because they are
specifically designed for contracts among three signatories).

The first observation is that 7 [59,62–64,67,70,71] of the 14 articles did not even mention
a timeliness requirement. We find this surprising because, unlike other requirements that are
optional (such as the confidentiality requirement), the timeliness requirement should be met
by any proposal of contract signing. More serious is the fact that three proposals [63,67,70]
did not meet the timeliness requirement.

Most authors [60,65,66,68,69,72] presented a definition corresponding to so f t-timeliness.
Notably, Ref. [68] clarified that the (maximum) end time should be known a priori.

After analyzing the proposals (whether the authors considered the timeliness re-
quirement), we observed that the majority [59–62,65,66,68,69,71,72] met the so f t-timeliness
requirement through the establishment of deadlines in the protocol specification. The only
exception was found in [72], where two proposals were presented, and one met the hard-
timeliness requirement. However, this proposal did not meet the bc-optimistic requirement
(another requirement we want our proposal to satisfy).

In addition to the temporal aspect, we observed two trends in the analyzed articles.
Some authors [59,61,62,64–66,69,73] based fairness, totally or partially, on penalties for
dishonest signers (deposits must be made in an initial phase of the protocol). We consider
that this is not an adequate mechanism, since it is not easy to determine a reasonable
economic amount that discourages fraud without discouraging contracting. The case of
proposals [65,66,69] in which the deposits are asymmetrical (not all signatories must deposit
the same amount) appears more serious to us, since a degree of unfairness is introduced
a priori.

The other trend we observed is that most proposals [59–67,69–72] execute blockchain
functions in all protocol runs, and most of them do so intensively. We must not forget that,
in public blockchains, the execution of blockchain functions involves a cost (which must be
assumed by the signatories). Therefore, we believe that it is beneficial to develop proposals
that meet the bc-optimism requirement; that is, that blockchain functions are executed only
in the case of an exception. We found only two proposals [68,72] that met this requirement,
but as we have already indicated, they did not meet the hard-timeliness requirement.

In short, we did not find any proposals that satisfied all the requirements that
we wanted to meet: fairness, hard-timeliness, non-repudiation, confidentiality and bc-
optimism.

4. Technological Background

In this section, we explain the different types of blockchain technologies and determine
which is most suitable for our proposed solution. Furthermore, we explore how smart
contracts work and store information within the blockchain environment. This is an
important point in determining the most suitable data storage method to be used for the
evidence in the contract signing protocol.

4.1. Blockchain Overview

Blockchain technology has become a transformative force, providing innovative so-
lutions for reducing dependence on TTPs in a variety of scenarios, such as energy [1],
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e-commerce [2], healthcare [3], and dynamic spectrum sharing in 6G technology [4]. At its
core, blockchain can be described as a distributed ledger system that operates transparently
within the nodes of a computer network, commonly known as miners. In this context,
the data recorded in the general ledger remain immutable.

Blockchain can be broadly classified as public or private and permissionless or permis-
sioned [74]. In public blockchains, anyone can participate in the network, and no single
entity controls it, creating a permissionless and trustless environment. This feature pro-
vides enhanced security through a large number of participating nodes. In contrast, private
blockchains are governed by a central authority responsible for managing access, making
them authorized and trustworthy. Unlike their public counterparts, private blockchains
limit active participation to a limited number of authorized nodes, thereby raising potential
security concerns, due to this centralized control.

Although initially associated with cryptocurrencies, blockchain has evolved to support
many applications, largely thanks to the development of smart contracts. Smart contracts
can be described as self-executing code that triggers actions when specific events occur [75].
Running such code will incur costs, which depend on the computational complexity of the
tasks involved [76]. Moreover, associated data are stored on the blockchain, which serves
as a decentralized and distributed ledger that records all data associated with the smart
contract. Notably, while data are stored on the blockchain, private or sensitive information
should be handled with care and must not be stored on-chain [77].

Ethereum, a pioneering public blockchain, has revolutionized the execution of smart
contracts with the introduction of the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [78]. Initially
adapted for Ethereum, EVM has transcended its origins and is now adopted by other
blockchains such as Polygon, Binance Smart Chain (BSC), and Arbitrum. This interoper-
ability provides a number of benefits to developers, including the seamless migration of
smart contracts from one EVM-compatible blockchain to another, expanding blockchain-
based applications.

4.2. Smart Contract Data Storage

Smart contracts can hold and manage assets or data and are typically composed of
functions that can be executed [79]. When a function within a smart contract is triggered, it
performs a specific action based on predefined logic, such as transferring cryptocurrency,
updating data, or verifying conditions. Solidity [80], a programming language for smart
contracts, provides three distinct types of memory that enable developers to manage the
storage of variables in the EVM [78,81]: memory, call data, and storage.

The memory is used for variables and parameters within the scope of a function. These
variables only exist during function execution and are deleted at the end of function
execution. The memory is similar to that familiar to programmers with a background in
traditional coding.

Call data is similar to memory and is essential when setting dynamically sized parame-
ters in an external function signature. Unlike memory, call data variables are read-only and
refer to an area of memory that cannot be modified.

Storage represents the long-term memory of a contract, preserving variables even after
a function or transaction has ended. State variables, those declared in the contract but
outside of any functionality, are stored in the storage memory area. This concept is unique
to blockchain, as smart contract data are secured with cryptographic properties, ensuring
tamper-proof data persistence directly on the blockchain.

5. Hard-Timeliness Contract Signing Protocol
5.1. Our Proposal in a Nutshell

In this section, we give the security requirements that our proposal must meet, and we
present a summarized vision of our proposal. Table 1 defines the notation used in the
explanation of the protocol.
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Our contract signature solution involves two signatories (A and B) and exceptionally
(in case of conflict) the use of a smart contract deployed on an EVM-compatible blockchain
(Figure 1). In this scenario, our solution must meet the following requirements [7,23,72,82]:

• Fairness: No honest signer should be disadvantaged;
• Hard-timeliness: At any time, a signatory can terminate the execution of the protocol;
• Non-repudiation: The signatories should not be able to deny their actions once the

execution of the protocol is finished;
• Effectiveness: No TTP should be involved in the protocol;
• Confidentiality: The content of the contract should only be known by the signatories;
• Bc-optimistic: Blockchain functions should only be executed in case of exception (and

not in each protocol run).

Our proposal consists of two subprotocols: exchange and resolution. Under normal
conditions, only the four-step exchange subprotocol should be executed. First, A must send
a signed copy of the contract to B. B must then send his signature to A. A must confirm
that she has received B’s signature, and finally B must confirm that he has received A’s
confirmation. The evidence that the contract has been signed are the signature-confirmation
pairs. Note that no blockchain function has been executed.

If A does not receive confirmation from B, then she must execute the resolution
function of the blockchain, requesting to finish the contract signing, and providing evidence
of the first three steps of the exchange subprotocol. If everything is correct and B has not
canceled, the smart contract will record the evidence provided by A and mark the status of
the contract signing as finished.

If after B sends his signature, he notices that he has not received confirmation from
A, then he must execute the resolution function of the blockchain, requesting to cancel the
contract signing. If everything is correct and A has finished the contract signing, the smart
contract will inform B that the contract signing is finalized, and he can obtain evidence
of the fact. If everything is correct and A has not finished the contract signing, the smart
contract will record the evidence provided by B and mark the status of the contract signing
as canceled.
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Figure 1. Hard-timeliness contract signing scenario.
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Table 1. Hard-timeliness contract signing protocol notation.

A and B Signatories
SC Smart contract
@X Blockchain address of entity X
M Content of the contract
H() One-way collision-resistant hash function
idAB Identifier of the contract signing
SigX(y) Signature on element y made by entity X
fX signature on the contract signing agreement made by entity X
ACKX signature on the contract signing confirmation made by entity X
status the status of the contract signing reflected on the SC: f inished or canceled

5.2. Design Specifications of Our Proposal

In this section, we provide a detailed description of the two subprotocols mentioned
in Section 5.1. In the “Security Review” section, we show that, with these two subprotocols,
compliance with the established requirements is guaranteed.

5.2.1. Exchange Subprotocol

The exchange subprotocol is always executed between the two signatories (A and B)
when a contract signing occurs, and this involves the following four steps (as illustrated
in Figure 2).

Signatory A

1  idAB, T, h, SigA [idAB, h] 
sends to B her contract signing

agreement request

verifies the data provided by
A and sends his contract

signing agreement response

Signatory B

2 SigB [idAB, h]

3  ACKA = SigA [idAB, fA, fB] 

4 ACKB = SigB [idAB, fA, fB, ACKA] 

verifies the signature on the
agreement and sends to B her

contract signing ACK

verifies the ACK provided by
A and sends his contract

signing ACK

Figure 2. Hard-timeliness protocol: exchange subprotocol.

Step 1. A sends her contract signing agreement to B conveying the following information:

• a unique identifier of the transaction, idAB;
• a timestamp indicating the current date and time, T;
• the hash of the contract, h = H(M);
• the signature on the data of the contract signing agreement, fA = SigA[idAB, h].

The unique identifier is calculated as follows:

idAB = H(@A, @B, @SC, T, h)

In this calculation, we introduce the T value because, if a protocol run is aborted
and then a new execution is started to sign the same contract, there will be no confusion
between the two executions (the identifiers will be different).

If B does not want to sign the contract, he can ignore the received message; otherwise,
he must proceed with step 2.

Step 2. B must recalculate the identifier and verify A’s signature. If the above data are correct,
he must send his response to the agreement to A, conveying the following information:
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• his signature on the data of the contract signing agreement (idAB and h):

fB = SigB[idAB, h]

Then, if A and B are honest, they must complete the execution of the exchange subprotocol.

Step 3. A must send her contract signing confirmation to B with the following information:

• the signature on the data of the contract signing confirmation (idAB, fA and fB):

ACKA = SigA[idAB, fA, fB]

Step 4. Finally, B must send his contract signing confirmation to A with the following in-
formation:

• the signature on the data of the contract signing confirmation (idAB, fA, fB and ACKA):

ACKB = SigB[idAB, fA, fB, ACKA]

If the two signatories have followed the four steps of the exchange subprotocol, both
signatories have evidence that the contract has been signed. A has fB and ACKB, and B
has fA and ACKA; no blockchain function has been executed.

5.2.2. Resolution Subprotocol

In the course of the exchange subprotocol execution, certain circumstances may arise,
whether deliberately or unexpectedly, that could result in non-completion of the contract
signing. To maintain the security requirements, a smart contract is designed to handle such
circumstances. A and B may request contract signing resolution, whether finalization or
cancellation, by providing the necessary evidence (see Figure 3).

Smart Contract

Result (finished | canceled | error)

Signatory A

resolution ( finish, idAB, @B, T, h, fA, fB, ACKA )

Signatory B

resolution ( cancel, idAB, @A, T, h, fA, fB )

Result (finished | canceled | error)

Figure 3. Hard-timeliness protocol: resolution subprotocol.

Requesting finalization. If A observes that she has not received confirmation from B
(step 4), she must call the blockchain’s resolution function to request finalization of the
contract signing. Recall that B could have previously canceled the contract signing (see
Section 5.1). Below, we detail the steps.

Step 1. A requests finalization of the contract signing by calling the resolution function
with the following parameters:

resolution( f inish, idAB, @B, T, h, fA, fB, ACKA)

Step 2. The resolution function performs the following checks and operations:

1. It verifies if the contract signing identified by idAB was previously finished or canceled;
in this case, the smart contract reports the status of the contract signing to A and ends
the execution of the function. A can recover evidence associated with idAB by calling
the query function (see the ”requesting information” point explained below);
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2. It recalculates idAB using the parameters provided by A (@B, T, h) and the information
recovered by the smart contract (@A, SC);

3. It checks whether the evidence provided is correct ( fA, fB, ACKA); that is, the signa-
tures are valid; if they are invalid, the smart contract informs A and ends execution of
the function;

4. It stores the ACKA parameter to resolve a possible future request from B and updates
the status of the contract signature to finished. In this way, the resolution transaction
is recorded in the blockchain.

Requesting cancellation. If B observes that he has not received confirmation from A, he
must execute the blockchain’s resolution function to request cancellation of the contract
signing. Recall that A could have previously finished the contract signing (see Section 5.1).
Below, we detail the steps.

Step 1. B requests execution of the resolution function with the following parameters:

resolution(cancel, idAB, @A, T, h, fA, fB)

Step 2. The resolution function performs the following checks and operations:

1. It verifies if the contract signing identified by idAB was previously finished or canceled;
in this case, the smart contract reports the status of the contract signing to B and ends
the execution of the function. B can recover evidence associated with idAB by calling
the query function (see the "requesting information" point explained below);

2. It recalculates idAB using the parameters provided by B (@A, T, h) and the information
recovered by the smart contract (@B, SC);

3. It checks whether the evidence provided is correct ( fA, fB); that is, if the signatures
are valid; if they are invalid, the smart contract informs B and ends the execution of
the function;

4. It stores fA and fB to resolve a possible future request from A and updates the status of
the contract signature to canceled. In this way, the resolution transaction is recorded
in the blockchain.

Requesting information. Given an identifier idAB, any signatory can, at any time, track
the status of the contract signature and gather the evidence provided by the party who
requested the finalization or cancellation of the contract signing.

The query function (see Figure 4) takes an argument, the exchange identifier for a
specific contract signature, idAB. When the query function is called, it provides information
about the current status of the contract signing associated with idAB. If none of the signato-
ries previously requested finalization or cancellation, there are no data associated with this
idAB, and SC returns an error. However, if a signatory successfully requested finalization
or cancellation, the status is finished or canceled, respectively. In these cases, the smart
contract provides the evidence associated with this idAB.

Smart Contract

resultresultResult ([finished | canceled | error], evidence)
verifies the status associated to  idAB

and returns the corresponding
evidence

Signatory A or B

query ( idAB )

Figure 4. Hard-timeliness protocol: query subprotocol.
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6. Smart Contract Specification

The solution presented in Section 5.2 is built upon blockchain technology, where the
use of a smart contract is required when problems arise during the exchange subprotocol.
In this section, we outline the specific smart contract code necessary for implementing each
of the functions required to handle these situations.

Solidity [80] is a high-level programming language specifically designed to facilitate
the creation of self-executing and self-enforcing contracts within the decentralized block-
chain ecosystem. Therefore, we use Solidity to define the rules and logic of the smart
contract, because it is the preferred programming language for developing smart contracts
in blockchain-based distributed applications.

6.1. Data Structure Definition

In the smart contract, we define a data structure indexed by idAB (see Section 5.2.1).
This structure is designed to store data associated with each contract signing and includes
four fields, as shown in Listing 1. These fields include the contract signing agreement
values ( fA and fB) provided by the signatory calling the resolution function, A’s contract
signing confirmation (ACKA) when required, and the current status of the contract signing
process (status) (see Table 1 and Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).

These data hold significant importance within our solution, since they must be accessi-
ble to both signatories whenever necessary. This serves as tangible evidence of the contract
signing status. Therefore, we use storage memory to ensure tamper-proof data persistence
(see Section 4.2).

Listing 1. Hard-timeliness in contract signing: data structure

1

2 enum State { undefined , finished , canceled }
3 mapping(bytes32 => dataHTCS) htContracts;
4

5 struct htContracts{
6 bytes fA;
7 bytes fB;
8 bytes ackA;
9 State status;

10 }

6.2. Signature Validation

In our proposal, one of the critical validations is digital signature verification. Due to
the critical nature of this process, we are required to implement it with the strictest security
measures. OpenZeppelin [83] is a company specializing in cryptocurrency cybersecurity
technology and services. They offer secure and audited smart contracts and libraries that
have established themselves as industry standards. They also offer open-source code
templates that have had widespread adoption and rigorous testing, reducing the risks
associated with deploying cryptographic solutions.

We employ the openZeppelin function ECDSA.recover to obtain the address of the
signer of specific data to authenticate the evidence (such as fA, fB, and ACKA) submitted
by each signatory. For this purpose, we define the function validSign (see Listing 2) to
evaluate the authenticity of a signature, taking into account the data, the signature on the
provided data, and the signer. This function returns true when the signature is valid and
false otherwise.
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Listing 2. Hard-timeliness in contract signing: validSign function

1

2 address recover(bytes32 hash , bytes signature)
3

4 function validSign(bytes32 hash , bytes memory signature , address signer)
private pure returns(bool){

5 return (ECDSA.recover(toEthSignedMessageHash(hash), signature) == signer);
6 }

6.3. Main Functions Definition

Functions in a smart contract perform specific tasks or sets of actions when called.
They are typically defined by specific inputs (parameters) and may return outputs or
modify the internal state of the contract [81].

Our proposal requires two main functions to allow signatories to interact and manip-
ulate the state and functionality of the smart contract. Following the description of the
proposal (see Section 5.2), SC provides two public functions:

• resolution (Listing 3): Given a transaction identifier, A can finish the contract signature
by providing signatures on the contract agreement (her own signature and B’s sig-
nature) and her contract signing acknowledgment (ACKA); B can cancel the contract
signature by providing signatures on the contract agreement: his own signature and
A’s signature;

• query (Listing 4): Given a transaction identifier, A and B can check the status of the
transaction and obtain the required data. If the contract was finished by A, B obtains
evidence of A’s signature. If the contract was canceled by B, A obtains evidence of
this fact.

Listing 3. Hard-timeliness in contract signing: resolution function

1

2 function resolution(State _type , bytes32 _idAB , address _addr , uint _T,
bytes32 _hashM , bytes memory _fA , bytes memory _fB , bytes memory _ackA)

3 validStatus(_idAB) validRequest(_type) public {
4 if( _type == State.finished) {
5 checkProofs(_idAB , msg.sender , _addr , addrSC , _T, _hashM , _fA , _fB);
6 bytes32 hashACK = keccak256(abi.encodePacked(_idAB , _fA ,_fB));
7 require(validSign(hashACK ,_ackA ,msg.sender), ‘‘Invalid ACK ’’);
8 htContracts[_idAB ].ackA = _ackA;
9 } else {

10 checkProofs(_idAB , _addr , msg.sender , addrSC , _T, _hashM , _fA , _fB);
11 }
12 htContracts[_idAB ]. status = _type;
13 htContracts[_idAB ].fA = _fA;
14 htContracts[_idAB ].fB = _fB;
15

16 emit Result(msg.sender , _idAB , uint(_type));
17 }

The execution of the resolution function is controlled by modifiers. Modifiers [80] are
code that can be run before and/or after a function call and can be used to restrict access,
validate inputs, etc. We have defined the following two modifiers:

• validRequest: given a request identifier type, this modifier checks if the type of request
is valid: finish or cancel.

• validStatus: given a transaction identifier, this modifier checks whether the status of
the contract allows the execution of the resolution function; that is, the contract signing
is neither finalized nor canceled.
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Listing 4. Hard-timeliness in contract signing: query function

1 function query(bytes32 _idAB) view public returns (State , bytes memory ,
bytes memory , bytes memory){

2 State status = htContracts[_idAB ]. status;
3 if(status == State.finished){return (status , htContracts[_idAB ].fA,

htContracts[_idAB ].fB, htContracts[_idAB].ackA);}
4 else if(status == State.cancelled){return (status , htContracts[_idAB].fA ,

htContracts[_idAB ].fB, ‘‘’’);}
5 else{revert(status);}
6 }

After successful completion of the above validations, the resolution function calls the
private function checkProo f s (as shown in Listing 5). This private function is responsible
for conducting the following tasks:

• calling the private function validID, to check whether the given transaction identifier is
valid. To achieve this, the SC generates idAB using both the blockchain address of the
signer of the transaction and its own address. It then compares this derived value with
the identifier supplied as a parameter by the signatory to determine whether they match;

• calling the validSign private function (defined in Section 6.2) to ensure the validity of
the evidence provided by the signatory: fA and fB.

If the signatory requested finalization, in addition to the previous signature validations,
the resolution function must also validate the ACKA signature by calling the validSign
private function.

After all validations have been successfully completed, the resolution function stores
the evidence provided by the signatory who called the resolution function and updates the
status of the contract signature to finalized or canceled, based on who called the function
and what evidence was provided.

Listing 5. Hard-timeliness in contract signing: checkProo f s function

1

2 function checkProofs(bytes32 _idAB , address _addrA , address _addrB , address
_addrSC , uint _T , bytes32 _hashM , bytes memory _fA , bytes memory _fB)

internal pure {
3

4 bytes32 hashData = keccak256(abi.encodePacked(_idAB ,_hashM));
5

6 require(validID(_idAB ,_addrA ,_addrB ,_addrSC ,_T ,_hashM), ‘‘Invalid
identifier ’’);

7 require(validSign(hashData ,_fA ,_addrA),‘‘A Invalid evidence ’’);
8 require(validSign(hashData ,_fB ,_addrB),‘‘B Invalid evidence ’’);
9 }

When the resolution function is completed, the smart contract emits an event to
communicate the execution’s outcome. Consequently, both A and B gain real-time insight
into the contract signing status. To further facilitate this process, we implement a query
function (see Listing 4) that enables both A and B to check the contract’s status at any time.
When the status is finalized, the smart contract returns the evidence fA, fB, and ACKA
provided by A. If the contract is canceled, it returns the evidence fA and fB provided by B.
When the provided identifier has no associated information, the smart contract employs
the revert mechanism (In Solidity, the revert statement [84] is used to stop the execution
of a smart contract. This mechanism is a crucial part of writing secure and robust smart
contracts, as it helps prevent unexpected or erroneous behavior that could otherwise lead to
unwanted state changes on the blockchain) to address this scenario and notifies the calling
signer accordingly. Importantly, the query function operates without altering the contract
signing status, eliminating the need for any transactions to be added to the blockchain and,
consequently, the associated economic cost (see Section 8).
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7. Security Review

Next, we show that our protocol satisfies the desired requirements. The fairness and
hard-timeliness requirements are presented together to avoid duplicating explanations.

Effectiveness. There is no TTP involved in any of the subprotocols. Therefore, the protocol
meets the effectiveness requirement.

Non-repudiation. The evidence available to a signatory is signed by the other signa-
tory, who cannot deny his/her involvement. Therefore, the protocol meets the non-
repudiation requirement.

Confidentiality. The content of the contract is known to only A and B, and the smart
contract functions require only the hash of the contract. Therefore, the protocol meets the
confidentiality requirement.

Bc-optimistic. Under normal conditions, only the exchange subprotocol is executed, and no
blockchain functions are executed. Therefore, the protocol satisfies the bc-optimistic re-
quirement.

Fairness and hard-timeliness. We analyzed the states in which signatories can be found
and the actions that can be taken in each state. We only considered cases in which at least
one of the signatories is honest (if both are dishonest, what happens is inconsequential).

State 1: Nothing has been sent. Neither signatory has evidence proving the contract is signed,
and both can “stop” the execution of the protocol (in fact, the execution has not started).

State 2: A has sent fA. No signatory has evidence proving the contract is signed. Both can
stop the execution of the protocol without loss of fairness. If B requests cancellation of the
smart contract, this would be irrelevant.

State 3: B has sent fB. No signatory has evidence proving the contract is signed or canceled;
however, they can obtain evidence with the help of the blockchain. The following situations
may occur:

1. A stops execution of the exchange; If B is honest (and smart) he will cancel the
exchange (when he wants). None of the signatories has evidence proving the contract
is signed;

2. A finishes using the smart contract (when she wants), and the smart contract records
the evidence proving this fact. If B attempts to cancel the exchange, the smart contract
will provide him with ACKA. Both have evidence proving the contract is signed;

3. B cancels, and A stops. The result is analogous to situation 1 explained above;
4. B cancels, and A attempts to finish. Once the exchange is canceled, the smart contract

only provides evidence of cancellation. No one will have evidence that the contract
is signed;

5. B cancels, and A follows with execution. This case is analogous to the case that will
be discussed below (“State 4—situation 2”).

State 4: A has sent ACKA. B already has evidence of the signing of the contract and A does
not. The following situations may occur:

1. At the moment A wishes, she can request finalization of the smart contract, and if B
has not canceled, the smart contract will update the status of the contract signature
and record the associated evidence; therefore, she will have evidence of the signing of
the contract;

2. If B is dishonest, although he already has fA-ACKA, he can issue the order to cancel
the exchange. If this execution is prior to A’s f inish request, the smart contract will
cancel the transaction. If A now requests the execution of f inish, the smart contract
will send evidence of cancellation. If B attempts to prove that the contract is signed
(providing fA-ACKA), A will be able to show the cancellation evidence recorded by
the smart contract, which will prove that B was dishonest (when he already had
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fA-ACKA, he executed the cancellation). This situation is what we had left pending in
“State 3—situation 5)”.

State 5: B has sent ACKB. Both have evidence of the signing of the contract (the protocol
has finished). The following situations may occur:

1. A could request finalization of the contract signing, but this is an unnecessary and
senseless situation, since the smart contract would only record information that both
contracting parties already possess. All parties can prove the signing of the contract
without the involvement of the smart contract;

2. B can request cancellation of the contract signing. However, if he attempts to use the
data recorded by the smart contract (the contract signing is canceled), A could show
fB and ACKB, which would prove that B was dishonest.

The previous explanations enable us to confirm that the protocol satisfies the fairness
requirement (no signatory is at a disadvantage) and the timeliness requirement (both can
finish the execution of the protocol at the moment they want).

8. Cost Assessment

Paying for executing smart contracts is necessary to cover the costs of using computing
resources on blockchain networks such as Ethereum [85,86]. This prevents spam (by making
it costly for attackers to flood the network with unnecessary transactions), ensures fair
resource allocation, supports network sustainability, and incentivizes network participants
to authenticate and secure transactions. This economic model helps maintain the efficiency
and security of the blockchain ecosystem.

To evaluate the costs associated with our solution, we deployed our smart contract on
the Hardhat Network, a dedicated local Ethereum network node suitable for development
purposes [87]. This approach enabled us to deploy, test, and debug smart contract code in
a local environment, avoiding the costs associated with a real public blockchain.

8.1. Gas Cost

The complexity of the operations involved in executing smart contract functions on
the EVM imposes specific economic costs, quantified in gas units, as specified in [78].
For example, the amount of gas required to create a contract is fixed to 32,000 gas units,
even before any contract functions have been performed. Several tools exist for estimating
gas consumption for individual smart contract functions. We chose the Ethereum gas
reporting plugin [88], due to its adaptability, allowing it to seamlessly integrate with
multiple development frameworks, including Hardhat.

To assess the cost of our smart contract, we developed a script in the JavaScript
language. This script allowed us to deploy the contract using Hardhat and execute the
resolution function. After completing the test, the Ethereum gas reporting plugin provided
the cost of each operation measured in gas units. In Table 2, we present the cost measured
(as explained before), in gas units, associated with the main function of our solution,
resolution, as well as the deployment cost of the smart contract itself. Additionally, we
assessed the cost of the resolution function by considering whether the contract signature
had been requested to be finalized or canceled. As shown in the table, deploying the smart
contract on the blockchain was the most expensive operation (1,658,625 gas units). Its cost
primarily depends on the fixed costs associated with contract creation and the size of the
contract’s bytecode [78]. However, a smart contract can be deployed in advance and used
multiple times to oversee the resolution of different contract signatures.

The execution of the resolution function depends on the type of request made. In the
case of requesting finalization of the contract signature, the SC must perform the validations
specified in Section 5.2.2, primarily involving cryptographic hashing and verifying and
storing the signatures of three pieces of signed evidence (see Sections 6.1 and 6.3). The
execution of these operations and the storage of evidence entailed a cost of 343,282 gas units
(see Table 2). In the case of requesting cancellation of the contract signature, the SC must
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perform validations similar to those for finalization; but in this case, it only needs to verify
and store two pieces of signed evidence (see Sections 6.1 and 6.3). The execution of these
operations and the storage of evidence entailed a cost of 247,847 gas units (see Table 2).
This made the cost of canceling the contract signature approximately 38% lower than the
cost of finalizing it. The query function does not alter the blockchain’s state; therefore, it
does not incur any gas consumption.

Table 2. Cost in gas units of the deployment of the SC and the execution of the resolution function to
finish and cancel the contract signing.

Deploy Resolution
Finish Cancel

Gas units 1,658,625 343,282 247,847

8.2. Cost in Fiat

Measurement in gas units serves as a valuable indicator of the complexity of the opera-
tions executed and provides a consistent metric to compare different solutions, because this
metric remains unaffected by variations in the price of the cryptocurrency associated with
the blockchain on which the SC is executed [78]. However, the economic costs required to
perform the tasks involved in our solution can fluctuate on a daily basis due to changes in
the market value of cryptocurrencies [60,89]. Therefore, the final cost of implementing a
function was calculated by multiplying the gas units required and the current gas price at
the time of execution.

Gas price refers to the amount of Wei (Wei refers to the smallest denomination of Ether
(ETH), the currency used on the Ethereum network (1 ETH = 1018 Wei).) that a user is
willing to spend per unit of gas. To account for daily gas price fluctuations, we analyzed
historical data on gas prices over time. For this analysis, we relied on the dataset provided
by [90], which records the average daily gas price in Wei for the Ethereum blockchain.
Leveraging the Ether–USD exchange rate (per day [91]), we determined the total cost of
deploying the smart contract and running the resolution function when finish or cancel is
requested by signatories. Therefore, the final cost in fiat of deploying and executing the
resolution function was obtained by multiplying the three parameters mentioned above: the
gas units (obtained in Section 8.1), the average gas price per day, and the daily Ether–USD
exchange rate.

Figure 5 illustrates the average daily costs (in USD) that could be incurred by signato-
ries during 2023 (1 January to 30 September ) when using the Ethereum network to perform
smart contract functions. Close inspection of the figure indicates that some significant cost
peaks coincide with network congestion events (https://markets.businessinsider.com/
currencies/eth-usd, accessed on 1 October 2023), leading to escalating gas demand and,
therefore, higher gas prices. Beyond these peaks, the remaining data show a relatively sta-
ble trend (as shown in Figure 5 and Table 3). However, the overall price can be considered
significant considering both the quantity and frequency of contract signatures requiring
a resolution. Note that this function is exclusively called under specific circumstances
(see Section 5.2.2), such as when A has not received acknowledgment (ACKB) from B and
wishes to complete the contract signature or when B wants to cancel the contract signature.

In recent years, new EVM-based blockchains have emerged to address some of the
challenges faced by Ethereum, particularly its scalability limitations and the resulting
cost implications [92]. Two of these blockchains are Binance Smart Chain (BSC) [93] and
Polygon [94]. BSC is a layer-one blockchain (“A layer-1 network is another name for a base
blockchain. BNB Smart Chain (BNB), Ethereum (ETH), and Bitcoin (BTC) are all layer-1
protocols” Source: https://academy.binance.com, accessed on 1 October 2023) that supports
smart contracts and is designed to operate independently as a standalone blockchain, while
remaining compatible with the Ethereum ecosystem. Polygon is a layer-two blockchain
(“Layer-2 solutions build on layer 1 and rely on it to finalise its transactions” Source:

https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/eth-usd
https://markets.businessinsider.com/currencies/eth-usd
https://academy.binance.com
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https://academy.binance.com, accessed on 1 October 2023) scaling solution operating on
top of Ethereum, enhancing its scalability and functionality. Next, we examine the cost
of implementing our solution on BSC and Polygon, considering them as representative
examples of EVM-based blockchains.

Figure 5. Resolution function: estimated average spend (in USD) for 2023, spanning from 1 January
to 30 September, taking into account average gas prices observed on the Ethereum network.

Figures 6 and 7 depict the average costs (in USD and obtained following the same pro-
cedure as for Ethereum) for executing the resolution function, considering both finalization
and cancellation requests and during the same time period as analyzed for Ethereum. No-
tably, these prices exhibited a substantial reduction when compared to Ethereum, with all
falling below USD 1.0. This held true even when considering the maximum price rather
than the average, as detailed in Table 3; the highest price on Ethereum reached USD 106.80,
compared to USD 1 on BSC and USD 0.24 on Polygon.

When comparing BSC and Polygon, the latter stood out with the most cost-effective
rates. For the resolution execution (finish and cancel), the cost of Polygon was under
USD 0.08, while the cost of BSC was approximately USD 0.6. Even when considering the
maximum price, the cost of BSC was approximately USD 1.0, while the cost of Polygon
remained below USD 0.25.

Figure 6. Resolution function: estimated average spend (in USD) for 2023, spanning from 1 January
to 30 September, taking into account average gas prices observed on the BSC network.

https://academy.binance.com
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Figure 7. Resolution function: estimated average spend (in USD) for 2023, spanning from 1 January
to 30 September, taking into account average gas prices observed on the Polygon network.

Table 3. Maximum, minimum, and average (and standard deviation) of the price (in USD) required
by each function executed in 2023.

Ethereum BSC Polygon

Deploy Finish Cancel Deploy Finish Cancel Deploy Finish Cancel

Avg. 99.78 20.65 14.91 2.696 0.558 0.403 0.34 0.07 0.05
Max. 516.03 106.80 77.11 4.866 1.007 0.727 1.17 0.24 0.17
Min. 27.25 5.64 4.07 1.561 0.323 0.233 0.08 0.02 0.01
(std.) 65.85 13.63 9.84 0.777 0.161 0.116 0.22 0.04 0.03

9. Discussion

Our proposal meets the hard-timeliness requirement and therefore it is better than
proposals [63,67,70] that do not meet any timeliness requirement. Regarding the propos-
als [59–62,65,66,68,69,71,72] that meet the so f t-timeliness requirement (establishing one or
more deadlines), we also consider that our proposal is an enhancement, specially when
public blockchains are used, since in these blockchains the moment of execution of the
functions cannot be guaranteed.

From the point of view of compliance with the hard-timeliness requirement, our pro-
posal is comparable with one of the proposals in [72]. But this proposal requires the
execution of functions of the blockchain, regardless of the behavior of the signatories.
Therefore, our proposal represents an improvement from a cost point of view, as regards
the use of the blockchain. Recall that in our proposal blockchain functions are only executed
in case of exception and not in each protocol run.

Finally, our proposal achieves the fairness requirement without the signatories having
to make any a priori financial deposit. We think that this achievement represents an
improvement over [59,61,62,64–66,69,73], since this “restriction” could be a serious obstacle
in contract signing scenarios where one or both signatories may be reluctant to have money
blocked (without knowing if the contract will finally be signed).

10. Conclusions

The first conclusion of this work is that the concept of timeliness has not been clearly
defined since its first use. It would have been desirable to use different names for different
requirements (as we have done in this work). In any case, authors of contract signing
protocols must clearly specify what requirements they want their proposal to satisfy. This
is especially important when attempting to compare different proposals.

In this work, we have presented the first proposal for contract signing based on block-
chain that meets the following requirements: fairness, hard-timeliness, non-repudiation,
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confidentiality, and bc-optimism. This approach ensures that a contract’s content remains
confidential and is never exposed on the blockchain. Moreover, any signatory can finalize
the contract signing, without any disadvantages or the imposition of strict time limits. Since
blockchain transactions involve costs, signatories only resort to it in exceptional circum-
stances. As indicated by our cost assessment, the selection of an appropriate blockchain
solution helps keep costs minimal. Furthermore, this analysis ensures that the proposed
solution aligns with the financial requirements across various scenarios, making this a
valuable guide for its application in diverse financial contexts.

As part of our future work, we plan to include an optional abuse-freeness requirement,
which has not been addressed in this paper. Additionally, we aim to investigate the
applicability of our protocol in different blockchain environments, particularly focusing on
its feasibility within private and consortium blockchains.
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